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! ! !!!!!!!

!
Pre-Show Announcement �)6�!
!
Good morning, ladies and gentlemen. Welcome to the English Play Club's production 
of 2014. We proudly present the brand new production “Wonderland”. The show is 
about to start. Please have a seat and take a moment to locate the emergency exit 
nearest your seat. Exits are located to the left, right, and rear of the auditorium. 
Recording and photography are strictly allowed but please be sure to silence your 
cellphones so as not to disturb the performance. Thank you, and enjoy the show!!
!
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Ǥǜȇ Emily   ƈǘ şƃǹ Willow ŪƗǈ(black)

şȅǛ Jason  ǀƿ Ƌ#Ǳ Flower D�ǈ (black)

ÒƼ5 Cutie Ɣǰ ıȃŐ Piggy  Uǈ (black)

ƋƐǵ Sweetie Ŵǟǰ Ƌ    ǭ Bomb '�ǈ (white)

çưȇ SMART-17 Ŵħæ-17 ǥȀǾ Pillow ǫ�ǈ (white)

Ń~ƣ SMART-18 Ŵħæ-18 ǠƟǴ Balloon =zǈ (white)

ƳȂǢ SMART-19 Ŵħæ-19 ƋǿǸ Thunder ŁZǈ (white)

ơȈǽ SMART-20 Ŵħæ-20 ıǚǣ Rainy  įǈ (white)

ǥĆȁ SMART-21 Ŵħæ-21 íǺ¤ Trouble Maker ŮģǗ

íǻǀ Volcano žuǈ (black) ǥȀƣ Scrapper �ƊǗ

ǤŽŭ Mimosa ĬǇǈ (black) ǤǦȄ Liar $ǂǗ
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v�Ƙ u¯ȆĚ!
ACT 1 Into The Darkness

Jason Emily, read me the story, read me the story…!

 ƈǘȎǷ;�ĞLP�¨ȎǷ;�ĞLP�¨……

Emily The story? Which one? The Magical Forest?!
ĞLȒ÷�ĞLFȒƠƌƿş�Ȓ

Jason Yes, Yes, Yes, I love that story to death.!
8Ȏ8Ȏ8Ȏ� �;�ĞL�ȍ

Emily Hey, Jason, don’t say “the word”.!
ƀȎǀƿȎ�$;�Ėȍ

Jason OK, I’ll never say “DEATH”… again.!
�Ȏ����$Ȋ�ȋ�ȍ

Emily Fine, here we go!!
�Ȏ�"�<Øǲȏ

Emily starts to read the story. Jason falls asleep with his body extended on the sofa. !
 ƈǘ<ØǷ.ĞLȎǀƿǄŅ-�0�ƅ9��-�ȍ 

Emily Oh, baby brother, you need a blanket or else you’ll catch cold.!
ĜȎ*ŶȎ�Þ��¹Ǭ0Ȏ��W��-Ŏȍ

Emily goes get the blanket in the bedroom.  ƈǘu±ĴxTĀǬ0ȍ

Liar Jason, Ja…son…wake up.!
ǀƿȎǀ……ƿ……ľ�ľFȍ

Jason Who is it?!
®FȒ

Liar Jason, come with me, I know where the magical forest is.!
ǀƿȎñ�"uȎ�"^NƠƌƿş�÷Tȍ

Jason Really?!
@��Ȓ

Liar Yes, Jason, I know everything. Just come into the darkness.!
��ȎǀƿȎ�"^N�	�LCȎA��u±ȆĚ�¾�ȍ

Scrapper, 
Trouble 
Maker,Liar

Come, Jason, come, come with us! Wonderland is waiting for you.!
ȎǀƿȎFȎñ�"FȏƹŔ��sć-�ȍ
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Jason I’m coming. I’m coming.!
��Ȏ��ȍ

Scrapper, 
Trouble 
Maker, Liar

Don’t be afraid! Come, come with us!!
�ĬėȎFȏñ�"�.Fȏ

Jason walks into the darkness. ǀƿu¯ȆĚ�¾�ȍ

Emily Jason, Jason, no, no ,no, where are you going?!
ǀƿȎǀƿȎ���Ȏ��)÷TȒ

The door of Wonderland closes suddenly. ÁēƹŔ�µĲW§�.ȍ

v�Ƙ âń�ŷĝ!
ACT 2 The Warning Of Elves

Emily keeps crying in front of the door. Two elves creep up to her from behind. !
 ƈǘ�µ��Ôį-Ȏc�âń¦G�ǼQǼŋ�u×¥ȍ

Cutie Hey, please don’t cry, Emily.!
ƀȎ�į�Ȏ ƈǘȍ

Emily Who…who are you two?!
®……�"c��®FȒ

Sweetie I’m Sweetie.!
��Ŵǟǰȍ

Cutie I’m Cutie.!
��Ɣǰȍ

Sweetie, 
Cutie

We are the sweetest and cutest elves in the world.!
�"���1ĹJȌ1% �âńȍ

Emily keeps crying.  ƈǘīĊį-ȍ

Sweetie Emily, please don’t cry, we all love your stories.!
 ƈǘȎ�į�Ȏ�"� �$�ĞLFȏ

Emily But my brother is missing and the door… the door is closed.!
����ŶŶ���Ȏař;�µ……;�µ§.�ȍ
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Cutie Please tell us a story, please.!
ñ�"$�ĞL:ȎƏǖȏ

Emily There are no more stories without my brother!!
,	ŶŶ�,	ĞL�Èȏ

Sweetie OK, wait a minute, please.!
�Ȏ°s��ȍ

Cutie and Sweetie hold a small meeting. They argue with each other.!
Ɣǰ7Ŵǟǰ<���*�ȎE"ƞÖšą-ȍ

Cutie How can we help you?!
�"%2ğ�O�Ȓ

Emily I want my brother back.!
����ŶŶdȍ

Sweetie OK, first of all you should know…we can help you to find your brother.!
�Ȏčĕ�ÍÝ�^N……�"%2ğ�ÕŶŶȍ

Cutie But, we don’t know how to come back here from Wonderland.!
��Ȏ�"�^NÝbç¦ƹŔd��Ðȍ

Sweetie So, it’s very dangerous to go. Wonderland is ruled by three evil wizards.!
�2Ȏ);T+ƍŜȍƹŔ�ċK�ƺŗ�ǗßĽŹ-ȍ

Emily Even though there’s no way back, I have to go. Because Jason is my 
brother.!
êîM·%dȎ�(��)Ȏ��ǀƿ��ŶŶFȏ

Cutie (sigh) We will help you to go to Wonderland.!
ȐǍ�ȑ�"%2H�±)ƹŔȍ

Sweetie But remember, don’t trust anyone there.!
��Ç¿Ȏ��h;T�ÿç
ȍ

Emily I got it.!
�^N�ȍ

Cutie and Sweetie do some magical charms. Ɣǰ7Ŵǟǰƭ���ƠÀǡěȍ

Cutie, 
Sweetie

LaKaKuWa, LaKaKuWa, MenErKaiKai, MenErKaiKai, NiGeiWoKaiKai, 
Bom!!
ÈŖǑƮȎÈŖǑƮȎµ»<<Ȏµ»<<Ȏ�P�<<ȎƤȏ

The door of Wonderland suddenly opens. ƹŔ�µĲWx<Ʃ�ȍ

Emily I will find a way back here. Thank you! See you soon.!
��Õ�d5�·Ȏíí�ȏ�"+=�����ȍ
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Cutie and Sweetie argue for a while. They decide to go with Emily.!
Ɣǰ7Ŵǟǰšą����ȎE"ġ��ñ ƈǘ�.�ēȍ

vKƘ fœǯª!
ACT 3 The Tomb Of Machines

Emily Jason, Jason, where are you?!
ǀƿȎǀƿȎ��÷TȒ

SMART-17 Jason, Jason, where are you?!
ǀƿȎǀƿȎ��÷TȒ

SMART-18 Jason, Jason, where are you?!
ǀƿȎǀƿȎ��÷TȒ

SMART-19 Jason, Jason, where are you?!
ǀƿȎǀƿȎ��÷TȒ

SMART-20 Jason, Jason, where are you?!
ǀƿȎǀƿȎ��÷TȒ

SMART-21 Jason, Jason, where are you?!
ǀƿȎǀƿȎ��÷TȒ

Emily Who are you?!
�"�®FȒ

SMART-17 Who are you?!
�"�®FȒ

SMART-18 Who are you?!
�"�®FȒ

SMART-19 Who are you?!
�"�®FȒ

SMART-20 Who are you?!
�"�®FȒ

SMART-21 Who are you?!
�"�®FȒ

Emily OK, I’m Emily and who are you?
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SMART-17 OK, I'm SMART-17 and…no power, no power, system failure, warning, 
warning…!

OKȎ��Ŵħæ-17……M}ųȎM}ųȎûĽ�ƓȎŷĝȎŷĝ……

Trouble Maker unplugs the power cords of robots. ŮģǗƽĨ�fœ
�}ųđȍ

SMART-18!
SMART-19!
SMART-20!
SMART-21

Warning, warning…!

ŷĝȎŷĝ……

All robots suddenly break down. �	�fœ
ĲWx�ő�ȍ

Emily Hey, you! !
ƀȎ�ȏ

SMART-17 Help us! Help us!!
ƁƁ�"ȏƁƁ�"ȏ

Cutie, 
Sweetie

Emily, hurry up, hurry up, Here is the battery!!
 ƈǘȎ=IȎ=IȎ�T	}ƾȏ

Emily plugs the power cords of robots into the battery.!
 ƈǘ�fœ
�}ųđƱ±}ƾTȍ

SMART-17 I’m alive! I’m alive!!
�\-ȏ�\-ȏ

SMART-18!
SMART-19!
SMART-20!
SMART-21

I’m alive! I’m alive!!
�\-ȏ�\-ȏ

SMART-17 Hello, Emily, I’m SMART-17. Nice to meet you!!
«ǲȎ ƈǘȎ��Ŵħæ-17Ȏ+eňĄĻ�ȏ

SMART-18 Hello, Emily, I’m SMART-18. Nice to meet you!!
«ǲȎ ƈǘȎ��Ŵħæ-18Ȏ+eňĄĻ�ȏ

SMART-19 Hello, Emily, I’m SMART-19. Nice to meet you!!
«ǲȎ ƈǘȎ��Ŵħæ-19Ȏ+eňĄĻ�ȏ

Emily You are SMART-20 and you are SMART-21, nice to meet you!!
��Ŵħæ-20Ȏ��Ŵħæ-21Ȏ+eňĄĻ�ȏ

SMART-20 Thank you for your help.!
íí��ğĺȍ
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SMART-21 We’ve seen Jason.!
�"��&ǀƿȍ

SMART-17!
SMART-18!
SMART-19!
SMART-20

We've seen Jason. We’ve seen Jason.!
�"��&ǀƿȎ�"��&ǀƿȍ

Emily Please, please tell me where my brother is.!
°Ȏ°ĝŏ�Ȏ��ŶŶ�÷TȒ

SMART-17 He went together with Three Evil Wizards.!
EñƺŗKǗ�.u�ȍ

SMART-18!
SMART-19!
SMART-20!
SMART-21

Yes, Three Evil Wizards.!
��ȎƺŗKǗȍ

SMART-20 They went to the party of rabbits.!
E")Ē�ǈ0"�ƪ8�ȍ

SMART-17!
SMART-18!
SMART-19!
SMART-21

Yes, the party of rabbits.!
��Ȏǈ0"�ƪ8ȍ

Emily Thank you, thank you so much!!
íí�"ȎXYí�"�ȏ

SMART-17 You are…!

��……

Trouble Maker does some tricks toward robots. ŮģǗ8fœ
î���*ţƨȍ

SMART-17 You are…a bad person! I will kill you!!
��……��ő
ȏ��ũ��ȏ

SMART-17!
SMART-18!
SMART-19!
SMART-20

Bad person, bad person, I will kill you!!
ő
Ȏő
Ȏ��ũ��ȏ

Emily No, no, no, I’m not a bad person. Ah…!

�Ȏ�Ȏ�Ȏ�����ő
ȎF……
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Cutie Emily, hurry up, this way!!
 ƈǘȎ=IȎu�Ðȏ

Sweetie We can’t stay here anymore!!
�"���Ī��T�ȏ

Emily Go! Go! Go!!
uȏuȏuȏ

vÑƘ ǈ0"�ƪ8!
ACT 4 The Party Of Rabbits

Rabbits It’s party time!!
ƪ8!x��ȏ

The rabbits take out some yummy food and make some decorations.!
ǈ0"Ā4��Jü�ĈÌȎŀ[���åƕȍ

Bomb May I have your attention, please? Thank you! Today is Show-off Day. 
This is the biggest day of our rabbits. No matter what color you are, black 
or white, please don’t be shy to show off anything today.!
°�5öw���ÐȎíí�"ȎS��ǐǅ?Ȏ���"ǈ0"1��
Ă?ȎMą��O�Ƒ¶ȎĚú¬ȎS��°�"��Ǉyǐǅÿç¼
´ȍ

Willow I have a question.!
�	³Âȍ

Bomb Please…I’m listening.!
°$……���¨ȍ

Willow We don’t have a fair judge today. Because we have five black rabbits and 
five white rabbits.!
�"S�,	�Ä�ÏǋǁȎ���"�Ŀ	ðƸĚǈ7ðƸ¬ǈȍ

Rainy Woo…we don’t have a fair judge.!
ƴ……�",	�Ïǋǁȍ

Bomb Mmm…yes, we are in trouble. That’s the hard part.!
Ǐ……��Ȏ�"��%Ůģ�Ȏ���ŵ£�6kȍ

Emily runs into the rabbits’ party.  ƈǘĦ±�ǈ0"�ƪ8ȍ
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Emily Whew! I’m lucky. The robots don’t have enough power yet.!
ŕȏ��ÛëȎ;�fœ
�(,ņƛ}ȍ

Bomb Hey, you, monster!!
ƀȎ�ȎŞÌȏ

Emily Me?!
��Ȓ

Bomb Yes, it’s you!!
��Ȏ���ȏ

Emily I’m not a monster! I’m  Emily!!
�l��ŞÌǪȏ�� ƈǘȏ

Thunder You are different from us. You are a monster!!
�ñ�"��]Ȏ���ŞÌȏ

Emily No…!

�……

Volcano Monster, monster, monster…!

ŞÌȎŞÌȎŞÌ……

Balloon Wait, everyone, she can be our fair judge.!
ssȎõÄȎ¥%2>��"��Ïǋǁȍ

Rainy Woo…she’s a monster.!
ƴ……¥�ŞÌȍ

Rabbits Rainy! Please don’t cry anymore…!

 įǈȎ°���į�……

Bomb Monster…Emily, please be our judge for this great Show-off Day.!
ŞÌ…… ƈǘȎ°���ƶ��ǐǅ?>��"�ǋǁȍ

Emily But I’m looking for my brother. I don’t think I have enough time to be a 
judge.!
�����Õ��ŶŶȎ���,	ĳĥ!x%2�ǋǁȍ

Bomb You mean Jason?!
�Ĕ��ǀƿ�Ȓ

Emily You’ve seen my brother?!
��&�ŶŶȒ

Bomb Yes, he went with Three Evil Wizards just a moment ago. !
��ȎE{{lñ-ƺŗKǗu�a�ȍ
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Emily Which way did they go?!
E"uē÷Ê·Ȓ

Bomb I will tell you if you can be our judge.!
bg���"�ǋǁ�mȎ���ĝŏ�ȍ

Emily Alright, I think I don’t have any choice.!
�:Ȏ���,	%2Óļ�ƫ6ȍ

Bomb Very good! Please sit down here and enjoy yourself. Who will be the first? !
+�ȏ°ę��TȎŀř��r¸ȍ®�ĕȒ

Willow I want to be the first.!
���v��ȍ

Willow dances awhile. ŪƗǈŸ���Ɖȍ

Bomb It's our turn, white rabbits.!
ū��"�Ȏ¬ǈķȍ

Rainy cries awhile.  įǈį���ȍ

Emily The winner is…!

¢Ű��……

Willow’s hand is raised. ŪƗǈ�QnŢ�.ȍ

Bomb Who’s the next?!
��Ä�®Ȓ

Thunder Me! Me! Me!!
�ȏ�ȏ�ȏ

Thunder plays recorder for a while. ŁZǈƢ���Ôǳȍ

Bomb It's your turn, black rabbits.!
ĩ�"�ȎĚǈķȍ

Mimosa comes out and plays recorder, but she doesn’t play it well. !
ĬǇǈ4Ƣ���ÔǳȎ��¥Ƣ���+�ȍ

Emily Can you tell me which way my brother goes?!
�%2ĝŏ�Ȏ�ŶŶē÷Ê·u��Ȓ

Bomb Not yet. Please tell us who the winner is.!
(,Ȏ°ĝŏ�"÷��ŰĎòȍ

Emily She, She’s the winner.!
¥ÈȎ¥�ŰĎòȍ
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Bomb The winner is Mimosa.!
ŰĎ��ĬǇǈȍ

Thunder It's not fair. It’s not fair. I’m better than her. I’m better than her.!
��ÏȎ��ÏȎ� ¥�Ȏ� ¥�ȍ

Volcano It's not fair. It's not fair…!

��ÏȎ��Ï……

Flower Volcano, don’t forget you’re a black rabbit. It’s fair enough.!
žuǈȎ�ďÇ��ĚǈFȏĥ�Ï�ȍ

Bomb Now, black rabbits is leading by two. White rabbits, don’t give up!!
Đ�Ěǈķ2c/ÅĕȎ¬ǈķȎ��Ŧȏ

Balloon It's my turn.!
ĩ��ȏ

Flower And I will be your competitor.!
a������8Qȍ

Balloon The one who laughs out loud first, she loses the game.!
®ĕ�ì�4Ȏ®�ƙ�ȍ

Flower It's a deal.!
�����ȏ

Balloon and Flower both try to make each other laughing out.!
=zǈ7D�ǈ�-HƞÖ�4ìóȍ

Bomb The winner should be Ballon, right? Emily?!
ŰĎ�ÍÝ�=zǈȎ8:Ȓ ƈǘȒ

Emily Yes, and I really have to know where my brother goes to, please!!
��Ȏař�@�Þ�^N�ŶŶ)÷T�ȎƏǖȏ

Bomb Wait, just wait. Next one!!
ssȎ�s��Ȏ��Äȏ

When Piggy and Pillow come out, Jason and the Wizard Scrapper appear. Scrapper 
does some magic for freezing the rabbits. He changes the scores.!

� Uǈ7ǫ�ǈ4�!�Ȏǀƿ7�ƊǗ�4R�Ȏ�ƊǗƭ���ƠÀHǈ0"o
���Z�ȎEČZ� Ř/ïȍ

Jason Emily, Emily…She’s my sister.!
 ƈǘȎ ƈǘ……¥��ǝǝȍ

Scrapper No, no, no, she’s not your sister. She’s just a rabbit. Look!!
�Ȏ�Ȏ�Ȏ¥����ǝǝȎ¥A�Ƹǈ0Ȏ��ȏ
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Emily suddenly has rabbit’s ears.  ƈǘĲWx	�ǈ0ƇƝȍ

Scrapper Jason, it’s a long way to go to the Magical Forest. Let’s go!!
ǀƿȎ�)Ơƌƿş�·(Ú-Ãȏ�"u:ȏ

Jason But, she’s my…Let’s go!!
��Ȏ¥���……�"u:ȏ

As soon as Scrapper and Jason leave, the rabbits start to move.!
��ƊǗ7ǀƿ�ý<Ȏǈ0"�<Ø%2Z�ȍ

Piggy Someone changes the scores! Mmm…yummy.!
	
ŻČ/ïȏǏ……��UǕȏ

Pillow It’s not me. I…I…want to sleep. I’m so tired.!
���Ȏ�……�……���Ȏ��øǕȏ

Volcano It's you! Bomb! I know it’s you! You’re really an old fox.!
��ȏ'�ǈȏ�^N��ȏ�@��ƸjǓǮȍ

Bomb What did you say? You are the talker without brain.!
�$O�Ȓ�l�$m�p�Ġ�
ȍ

Volcano Cheater!!
ƚ0ȏ

Bomb You liar!!
�lƚ0ȏ

Volcano Stupid!!
ƬĶȏ

Bomb Crazy!!
ű0ȏ

Volcano Go to hell!!
�6Ǚ):ȏ

Bomb You dwarf!!
��ǩ0ȏ

Volcano You…you…you…F…!

�……�……�……ȉ……

Rabbits stop Volcano to talk. ǈ0"ǆŝžuǈ$mȍ

Volcano F…Father…, my father is at home. Thank you very much.!
ȉ……ƎÆ……Ȏ�ĵ�5TȎĉÙíí�ȍ

Emily It's enough! Can you tell me why I have rabbit’s ears?!
ĥ�ȏ	,	
%2ĝŏ��O��	ǈ0ƇƝȒ
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Bomb Oh my goodness, it’s must be the Three Evil Wizards.!
Ǖ���FȎ;���ƺŗKǗ[�ȍ

Rabbits Three Evil Wizards! Ah…!

ƺŗKǗȏF……

Rabbits start screaming and run everywhere. ǈ0"<ØƷùař�äĦĦ)ȍ

Cutie!
Sweetie

Emily, this way, hurry up!!
 ƈǘȎ�ÐȎ=Iȏ

Emily follows the elves and leaves the party of rabbits.!
 ƈǘñ-âńý<�ǈ0"�ƪ8ȍ

vðƘ ƺŗKǗ!
ACT 5 Three Evil Wizards

Scrapper, 
Trouble 
Maker, Liar

Come, Jason, come, come with us! Wonderland is waiting for you.!
ȎǀƿȎFȎñ�"FȏƹŔ��sć-�ȍ

Scrapper Come, Jason, come. Welcome to our sweet home.!
ȎǀƿȎFȏ�Ŋ��"Ĺƈ�5ȍ

Jason Thank you, but, where’s the Magical Forest?!
íí�Ȏ��ȎƠƌƿş�÷TȒ

Scrapper About that…mmm…wait a minute.!
§y;�Ũ……Ǐ……s��ȍ

Trouble 
Maker

Have you gotten it?!
�Ā���Ȓ

Scrapper No, I’m sorry. It was gone when I went to Jason’s house.!
,	Ȏ8�.Ȏ���ǀƿ5�!�Ȏã�p���ȍ

Liar Guys, don’t worry, I know where it is and we will get it.!
�5�ƒ#Ȏ�^Nã�÷TȎař�"���ãȍ

Trouble 
Maker

Are you sure? We need it to complete our collections.!
�ŧ��Ȓ�"Þ�ã¡>�"�ËŠȍ

Liar I’m pretty sure.!
�+ŧ�ȍ
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Scrapper Hey, guys. How about Jason?!
ƀȎǨƆȎ;ǀƿ²�ĢȒ

Liar Threw him in jail underground. Emily will come to save him.!
�EƂ±6�ƯǙȎ ƈǘ�ƁE�ȍ

Trouble 
Maker

Good idea! Let me do it!!
�qwȏH�ȏ

Trouble 
Maker

Jason, let’s go to the Magical Forest.!
ǀƿȎ�")Ơƌƿş:ȏ

Jason OK, let’s go!!
��Ȏ�"u:ȏ

Jason is taken into the jail underground. ǀƿnº±6�ƯǙȍ

Jason You lie to me. This is not the Magical Forest. Help! Help!!
�ƚ�Ȏ���ƠƌƿşȎƁĘFȏƁĘFȏ

Trouble 
Maker

Stay here or else you will never see Emily again! Hahaha…!

ć��TȎůō������� ƈǘ�ȏ«««……

Jason Help, help…!

ƁĘȎƁĘF……

vĸƘ 1Gġþ!
ACT 6 The Final Battle

Cutie, 
Sweetie

Emily, this way…hurry up!!
 ƈǘȎu�Ð……=Iȏ

Emily Whew! That is what crazy looks like!!
ŕȏ;Őǈ0(@�űťȏ

Sweetie Emily, I’ve told you don’t trust anyone here!!
 ƈǘȎ�ĝŏ&���h�T�ÿç
ȏ

Cutie Including us…!

éǃ�"……

Emily No, no, no, what…how…!

�Ȏ�Ȏ�ȎO�……bç……
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Emily is bound with a strong rope by Cutie and Sweetie. !
 ƈǘnƔǰ7ŴǟǰB�ŇÉ��ǧ0ƻ¿�ȍ

Scrapper, 
Trouble 
Maker, Liar

We will tell you what and how.!
�"�ĝŏ�9'�O�Lȍ

Liar Cutie, Sweetie, do you bring me the thing?!
ƔǰȎŴǟǰȎ�"	�;�¼´º�Ȓ

Sweetie I’m sorry, Emily! We need our wings back.!
8�.Ȏ ƈǘȏ�"Þ�Ād�"�Ǌǎȍ

Cutie Before you take it, give back our wings first.!
��Ā�`�Ȏĕ��"�Ǌǎ(ȍ

Liar Mmm…Smart elf! Scrapper, Trouble Maker, the wings!!
Ǐ……�Ʋt�âńȏ�ƊǗȌŮģǗȎĀ4E"�Ǌǎ:ȏ

After Cutie and Sweetie get the wings back, they give the book to the Three Evil 
Wizards and leave there.!

Ɣǰ7ŴǟǰĀd�ǊǎȎŀ�;|ăP�ƺŗKǗ`GȎE"ý<�;Tȍ

Emily Is it the Magical Forest?!
ã�Ơƌƿş�Ȓ

Scrapper Yes, it is. It’s our last piece of magical collections.!
��Ȏã�Ȏã��"1G��ƠƌËŠ�ȍ

Trouble 
Maker

With this book, we can rule everywhere, not only in the Wonderland.!
	��|ăȎ�"%2ĽŹÿç6kȎ�A�ƹŔ�Ta�ȍ

Emily You, thieves!!
�"�*Żȏ

Scrapper, 
Trouble 
Maker, Liar

Ah hahaha ha…We are not thieves. We are the Three Great Wizards.!
F ««« «……�"��*ŻȎ�"�ƶ�KǗȍ

Emily Where is my brother, Jason?!
�ŶŶǀƿ�÷TȒ

Liar You will see him in the jail underground.!
���6�ƯǙ��E�ȍ

Emily Help! Help!!
ƁĘFȏƁĘFȏ

Emily is taken to the jail underground.  ƈǘnº)6�ƯǙȍ
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Scrapper It’s time to rule the world!!
ĽŹ�¾�!���ȏ

Trouble 
Maker

Open the book, open the book!!
�<ăȎ�<ăȏ

Liar Allow me…Once upon a time, there were three little pigs living in the 
forest with their parents…!

H�……+ā+ā2�Ȏ	KƸ*ƄñE"�Ǝś¿�ƿşT……

Scrapper No…this is not the Magical Forest. This is just a story about three little 
stupid pigs.!
�……���ƠƌƿşȎ�A�KƸ*ƬƄ�ĞLȍ

Trouble 
Maker

We’ve been fooled.!
�"nǉ�ȍ

Liar It's impossible…!

��%�Į……

Cutie Everything is possible!!
ÿçL�	%�ȏ

Sweetie The real Magical Forest is here!!
@�Ơƌƿş�Öȏ

Cutie, 
Sweetie

LaKaKuWa, LaKaKuWa, MenErKaiKai, MenErKaiKai, NiGeiWoKaiKai, 
Bom!!
ÈŖǑƮȎÈŖǑƮȎµ»<<Ȏµ»<<Ȏ�P�<<ȎƤȏ

Emily and Jason are released from the jail underground. !
 ƈǘ7ǀƿ¦6�ƯǙTnƜ�4ȍ

Emily Cutie, Sweetie! I know you are good elves!!
ƔǰȎŴǟǰȏ��^N�"�Ťſ�âńȏ

Smart-17 We come to help you, Emily.!
�"ğ��Ȏ ƈǘȍ

Smart-18!
Smart-19!
Smart-20!
Smart-21

We come to help you, Emily.!
�"ğ��Ȏ ƈǘȍ

Smart-17 Bad person, bad person, I will kill you!!
ő
Ȏő
Ȏ��ũ��ȏ
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Smart-18!
Smart-19!
Smart-20!
Smart-21

Bad person, bad person, I will kill you!!
ő
Ȏő
Ȏ��ũ��ȏ

The robots surround the Three Evil Wizards. fœ
"ŉ¿�ƺŗKǗȍ

Emily Robots, please don’t. If you hurt them, you are just like them. Don’t do 
evil.!
fœ
"Ȏ°��Ȏbg�"ÜĬ�E"Ȏ;�"��ñE"�]�Ȏ�
�[ƺŗ�Lȍ

Bomb and Volcano come in. '�ǈ7žuǈu�±ȍ

Bomb You’re right, Emily. But they still should be punished.!
��8�Ȏ ƈǘȎ��E"ƦWÍÝ�¸�äǒȍ

Volcano Punished, punished, punished…!

äǒȎäǒȎäǒ……

Robots Punished, punished, punished…!

äǒȎäǒȎäǒ……

Emily Enough! Before talking about the punishment, you, Three Evil Wizards, 
please take away my rabbit’s ears.!
ĥ�ȏ�$�äǒ`�Ȏ�"ȎƺŗKǗȎ°Āu��ǈ0ƇƝȍ

Liar OK, allow me…!

�ȎH�……

Liar does some magic trick to take the ears away. Jason walks toward Emily and talk 
something.!

$ǂǗƭ���ƠÀ�ǈ0ƇƝĀĨ�ȍǀƿuÎ ƈǘ�ƥŀ$��mȍ

Jason Emily, I want to go home!!
 ƈǘȎ��d5�ȏ

Emily Whew! Thank you! I have a good idea about your punishment.!
ŕȏíí�ȏ§y�"�äǒȎ�	��qwȍ

Scrapper, 
Trouble 
Maker, Liar

Please, please forgive us!!
°Ȏ°½Ƶ�"ȏ

Emily Should we forgive them?!
�"ÍÝ½ƵE"�Ȓ
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The crowd say “No…”. Ų
ǌ$�%½Ƶȍ

Emily No, we shouldn’t, right? Three Evil Wizards, listen carefully, your 
punishment is, stay here and take care of all my friends in the 
Wonderland.!
�Ȏ�"�ÍÝ½ƵE"Ȏ8:ȒƺŗKǗȎ�"¨��Ȏ�"�äǒ�
�Ȏć��Tàź��	ƹŔT�©_ȍ

Scrapper Just like that? OK, but I don’t know how to raise so many rabbits.!
A��]Ȏ;�Ȏ����^N²�Ĥ����Őǈ0ȍ

Emily Learn, just learn, learn to make peace with everyone.!
VFȎ�VFȎV-ñi�
7ÏĿäȍ

Trouble 
Maker

I will give you my word.!
�Î�èł��[�ȍ

Emily Very good!!
+�ȏ

The robots and wizards leave together. fœ
"7Ǘß"�.ý<�ȍ

Volcano Wait, but how do you know they will keep their promise?!
s��Ȏ���²�^NE"�hƖżƧȒ

Emily Yes, I don’t know, but I will take the magical book away. If they break their 
promise, I’ll be back.!
��Ȏ��^NȎ�����|ƠÀăPºuȎbgE"�Ŭǔĭ�mȎ
���d�ȍ

Cutie Emily, it’s time to go!!
 ƈǘȎÝu�ȏ

Emily, 
Jason

OK, bye-bye, my friends.!
��Ȏ��Ȏ��©_"

Bomb, 
Volcano

Bye-bye, Emily and Jason, thank you for saving the Wonderland.!
���Ȏ ƈǘ7ǀƿȎíí�"ǞƁ�ƹŔȍ

Song: Never Stop Learning
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